The literature on homemaking and migration covers a vast array of disciplines, case studies, and substantive/methodological approaches. While being almost overwhelming by now, it also tends to be disperse and parcelized. There are several instances of mutually relevant works (or even authors) that are not in contact with each other. Part of the “nexus” to which HOMInG refers has to do with the aim of overcoming this fragmentation. Our WP 2_2018 provides a map of this burgeoning research field by key categories, thus paralleling the theory-building work of the HOMInG team; and hopefully providing a good tool for those who are researching, worldwide, the social experience of home under the influence of migration, mobility and diversity. Unsurprisingly, almost all of the references below are in English, apart from some specific references in Italian (Italy being HOMInG’s home-place at present). Monographs (or even edited collections or special issues) are relatively few, compared with journal articles. It also comes as no surprise that key references can be found all across social sciences, and beyond.

While being reasonably extensive, this Bibliography is clearly selective – based on the relevance of the literature to HOMInG as a project – and exposed to the risk of missing important references along the way. Yet, scanning through it can give some refreshing insight for thinking, writing, or designing fieldwork. Indeed, we see it as a worthwhile effort, if only for the lack of any comparable overview on the intersection of migration and home studies. Of course, this is a highly temporary product – the snapshot of a constantly moving and expanding field. Therefore, it will be periodically updated. All suggestions for new and relevant literature are welcome at homing@unitn.it.
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1. Home as concept, subject and site of social inquiry


Briganti C., K. Mezei (eds.) (2012), The domestic space reader, Toronto: University of Toronto Press.

Brighenti A.M., Karrholm M. (2017), Domestic territories and the little humans: Understanding the animation of domesticity, Space and Culture, Online first.


Finch J., Hayes L. (1994), Inheritance, death and the concept of the home, *Sociology*, 28(2): 417-33. [the home - family - does the home die, or is it passed over?]


Gauvain M., Altman I. (1982), A cross-cultural analysis of homes, *Architecture and Behavior*, 2: 27-46. [has environmental setting: identity vs commonality, openness vs. closedness, in home design and use; three general areas of the home in different cultures]


Mandich G., Rampazi M. (2009), Domesticità e addomesticamento. La costruzione della sfera domestica nella vita quotidiana, *Sociologia@DRES*, 1-30.


McCarthy L. (2017), (Re)Conceptualising the boundaries between home and homelessness: the unheimlich, *Housing Studies*, Online first.


Parsell C. (2012), Home is where the house is: the meaning of home for people sleeping rough, *Housing Studies*, 27(2): 159-73.


Steiner H., Veel K. (2017), Negotiating the boundaries of the home: the making and breaking of lived and imagined walls, Home Cultures 14(1): 1-5. [boundaries - temporality - histories of houses]

Swift J. (1997), Common place, common sense, Women’ Studies International Forum, 20(3): 351-60. [feeling at home, remembering, privacy]


2. The home and the house: dwelling, building, domesticity, material culture


Briganti C., K. Mezei (eds.) (2012), The domestic space reader, Toronto: University of Toronto Press.


Bryden I. (2004), ‘There is no outer without inner space’: constructing the haveli as home, Cultural Geographies 11: 26-41.


Church K., Weight J., Berry M., Macdonald H. (2010), At home with media technology, Home Cultures, 7(3): 263-86. [mapping domestic spatiality and temporality; personal portable devices; domesticity; methodology]

Clarke A. (2001), The aesthetics of social aspiration. In D. Miller (ed.). [ideal homes vs. real homes - decoration - interiors]


Dei F. (2009), Oggetti domestici e stili familiari: una ricerca sulla cultura materiale tra famiglie toscane di classe media, Etnografia e Ricerca Qualitativa, 3(2): 281-93.


Jacobs K., Malpas J. (2013), Material objects, identity and the home: Towards a relational housing research agenda, *Housing, Theory and Society*, 30(3): 281-92. [housing, identity, material objects, relationality, dwelling, the home]


Mandich G., Rampazi M. (2009), Domesticità e addomesticamento. La costruzione della sfera domestica nella vita quotidiana, *Sociologia@DRES*, 1-30


Reid S.E. (2009), Communist comfort: Socialist modernism and the making of cosy homes in the Khruschev era, Gender & History, 21(3): 465-98.


3. Home(making) and migration


Boccagni P. (2018), At the roots of home, away from it: Meanings, places and values of home through the biographic narratives of immigrant care workers in Italy. In K. Davis, H. Ghorashi, P. Smets (eds), Contested belonging: Spaces, practices, biographies, London: Emerald.


Bozkurt E. (2009), Conceptualising “home”: The question of belonging among Turkish families in Germany, Frankfurt: Campus.

Cabalquinto E.C. (2017), Home on the move: Negotiating differential domesticity in family life at a distance, Media, Culture and Society, Online first.


Lauster N., Zhao J. (2017), Labor migration and the missing work of homemaking: Three forms of settling for Chinese-Canadian migrants, *Social Problems*, online first [homemaking as labor and work - settling in, for, down - interviews]


Noble G. (2013), ‘It is home but it is not home’: habits, field and the migrant, *Journal of Sociology* 49(2-3): 129-150.


4. Home(making) and refugees


5. Home and emotion


6. Home and housing for immigrants and ethnic minorities


7. Migrant remittance houses and landscapes


Grigolini S. (2005), When houses provide more than shelter: Analyzing the use of remittances within their sociocultural context. In L. Trager (ed.), *Migration and economy*, Oxford: Altamira Press.


Page B. Sunjo E. (2017), Africa’s middle class: Building houses and constructing identities in the small town of Buea, Cameroon, *Urban Geography*, Online first. [Building houses, Identity, Middle class, Emigration, Home ownership, Africa; social remittances]


Sinatti G. (2009), Home is where the heart abides: Migration, return and housing in Dakar, Senegal, *Open House International*, 34(3): 49-56.


Zapata G. (2017), Transnational migration, remittances and the financialization of housing in Colombia, *Housing Studies*, online first. [remittance houses - development - diasporas - Latin America]
8. Meanings and practices of home for highly skilled migrant or mobile professionals

Butcher M. (2010), From ‘fish out of water’ to ‘fitting in’: the challenge of replacing home in a mobile world, Population, Space and place, 16: 23-36.


9. Home(land), belonging, place identification, affiliation and attachment


10. Home and temporality


Ghorashi H. (2002), *Ways to survive, battles to win*, New York, Nova Science (chapt. 10)


11. Twice (at) home and migrant transnationalism


Levin, I., Fincher R. (2010), Tangible transnational links in the houses of Italian immigrants in Melbourne, Global Networks, 10(3): 401-423.


12. Home and translocality, home in the public, home and the senses


13. Home, care, ageing


14. Research methodologies for the study of (the) home

Ahmet A. (2013), Home sites: the location(s) of “home” for young men, Urban Studies, 50(3): 621-34. [visual techniques]


Blunt A., Home and identity. Life stories in text and in person. In M. Ogborn et al. (eds.), Cultural Geography in Practice, London: Routledge (pp. 71-87) [auto-biographies]


Butcher M. (2016), Re-imagining home: Visualising the multiple meanings of place, in K. Nairn et al. (eds.), Space, place and environment, Springer.


Cuba L., Hummon D. (1993), Constructing a sense of home: Place affiliation and migration across the life cycle, Sociological Forum, 8(4): 547-72 [example of survey-like design and questions]

Daniels I. (2014), Feeling at home in contemporary Japan: Space, atmosphere and intimacy, Emotion, Space and Society, 1-9 [home ethnography]


Gurney C.M. (1997), “… Half of me was satisfied”: Making sense of home through episodic ethnographies, Women’s International Forum, 20(3): 373-86.


Levin I., Fincher R. (2010), Tangible transnational links in the houses of Italian immigrants in Melbourne, *Global Networks* 10(3): 401-423. [narrative interviews in dwellings + home tours + dwarings + picture elicitation]


Riukulehto S., Rinne-Koski K. (2016), *A house made to be a home*, Newcastle, Cambridge Scholars. [participatory methods with elderly as respondents]


15. Home, youth, mobilities


Gorman-Murray A. (2008), Queering the family home: Narratives from gay, lesbian and bisexual youth coming out in supportive family homes in Australia, *Gender, Place and Culture*, 15: 31-44.


16. Home, gender, feminism


Gender & History (2009), Gendering histories of home and homecoming, Special Issue, *Gender & History*, 21(3): 455-684.


